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 New BO2 patch "V" is now available. First half of 2015 brings many amazing new updates. Don't miss out! If you want your
language to be available in our game, create and submit an account at BO2Alliance.com! (Videos, Screenshots, Hotfix) Make
your BO2 Account at BO2 Patch V 2014-09-01Batch Patch.exe has been upgraded from v1.9 to v1.10, now contains BO2 +

BO2 DLC v1.5.3 + BO2 Patch v2014-09-01. The changelog is displayed in-game. All DLC now has the newest cheats to make
your gaming experience better! By finishing the BSP full (all agents and infrastructure) several improvements are added

including: - Improved Agent AI - New Counter-Terrorist Mission map (Red Eye Map) - New Bomb plant and Detonator - New
Battlefield 04/12/2014. Patch V 2014-09-01: Now updated to Bo2 Patch V v1.1.26. The following changes are included: - New
Cheat menu: #showclimactic - Change BO2 Interface Language - Update Server Requirements - Update Windows Minimum
requirements - Fix exploit (AuctionHouse) - Fix admin banning - This patch does not contain an upgrade for you to the free

BO2 DLC v1.5.3. Thank you for supporting the BO2 Community! Bugs & Cheats in BO2 Patch V 2014-07-14 ABOUT This
patch contains a new menu (Files / Options) where you can get a list of the BUGS and CHEATS in the game, to help you

improve it. The following is a description of the content of the patch: BUGS - Goal in Sandbox mode is now number 99 for CT.
- Fixed an exploit where you can temporarily enter a restricted area. - New map: "Train" (Auction House)- New map: "Canyon"
(Auction House) CHEATS - Updated BO2 Cheat list. - Added BO2 Cheat Menu. - Added "showclimactic" option to change the

name of Climactic Bosses to their name in the game. - Fixed 82157476af
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